The (He)art of Speeching

Women POWER Training
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waarbij het regelmatig voorkomt dat je een groep mensen moet
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to play a full role in society. Woman account for a large section of society
and are therefore equally important for growing and increasing the
strength of the economy. Recent research has shown that gender diversity
generates more and healthier productivity for businesses, since the
personal interest (male vision) and public interest (female vision) complement
each other.

When the quality of life for women rises, children in particular, who are our future, will benefit. The desire to take care of
others makes it very likely that women will pass the things they have learned on to their children and family. Thus the chance of
empowering more individuals only increases! The effect of women power is multiplied and does not stop at the woman.
Therefore it is essential to bring women to a higher level, to make them aware of why it is good, powerful and special to be a
woman and to show how they can still be just as successful in all their femininity as a man in all his manliness. We do not have
to act like a man for professional success. Exactly these beautiful, complementary differences between men and women have
so much to offer to the economy, politics, businesses and society!

What you can expect:
A three-day intensive groupstraining, goal: positive behavioural change.
Excl. 1 return day (optional)
The training will include, among other things, the following topics: balance, self confidence,
reflection, self-reliance, effective communication, authenticity, applying your women power,
assertiveness, steps to success, defence mechanisms, converting limiting beliefs
This takes place in an environment of safety and respect while the training is given with a firm
hand. Music and physical activity (energizers) have an important role.
Candidates leave the training with their personal plan (roadmap) to make their dream come
true in terms of work and life. To give this good follow up and increase the chance of
implementation, we use a buddy system and there can be a return day
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